<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th><strong>Mediation Principles/Practice Syllabus</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reading:</strong> in <em>Transformative Mediation Sourcebook</em> (SB); <em>Course Manual</em> (CM) from copy room; Assigned Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | Theory as the Foundation of Practice  
“Transformative” Conflict Theory | SB Chapters 1 & 6; CM pages |
| 2    | The Mediator’s Role and Goals  
Demonstration of Mediation  
Skills I: Attending to the Conversation | SB Chapters 2 & 5; CM pages |
| 3    | Skills II: Monitoring Directive Impulses  
Skills III: Reflecting Party Narratives  
*(all skills: we explain, demonstrate, then practice specific skill in exercise)* | Handout: “Purple House” DVD transcript/commentary; CM pages |
| 4    | Skills IV: Summarizing Party Exchange  
Skills V: Checking-In/Backing Out | SB Chapter 3; CM pages |
| 5    | Skills VI: Opening the Session  
Demonstration/Analysis of Full Session | H/Ot: “What the Parents Know” DVD transcript; CM pages |
| 6    | Overview of Simulation Exercises  
Simulation Exercises 1 & 2 (full cases) | CM pages; SB Chapter 4 |
| 7    | Discussion of Practice Challenges  
Simulation Exercises 3, 4, & 5 | CM pages; SB Chapter 10 |
| 8    | Specific Contexts: Family & Workplace  
Simulation Exercises 6 & 7 | SB Chapters 12 & 15; OR Article: Antes et al., *Effects of REDRESS* & SB Ch. 16 |
| 9    | Handling “Power Imbalances”  
Partner Violence, Parent-Child, etc. | Articles: *Bush/Folger, Mediation and Social Justice*, OR *Lundy, Profile of a Batterer* & *DePorto, The Victim’s Voice* |
| 10   | Simulation Exercises 8, 9, & 10  
Discussion of Practice Challenges | CM pages; SB Chapter 8 |
| 11   | T/Med. Compared to Other Models  
Simulation Exercises 11 & 12 | Article: *Bush, Mediation Skills & Lawyering* (excerpt) |
| 12   | Skills VII: Ethical Dilemmas/Standards  
Exercise: Resolving Practice Dilemmas | Article: *Bush, Dilemmas of Mediation Practice* (excerpt) |
| 13   | Mediation uses in Varied Conflict Arenas | SB chapters (various, by your choice) |